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EDITORIAL STATEMENT (i)

1998 BORDIGHERA POETRY PRIZE
Daniela Gioseffi. Introduction (1)
Joseph Salerno with Emanuel di Pasquale, translator (4)

POETRY
Anna Amatuzio (13)
David Citino (14)
Rina Ferrarelli (17)

ITALIAN/AMERICAN THEATRE
Theresa Carilli. Introduction. (21)
Blossom S. Kirschenbaum. Interview — Playwright Joe Pintauro: Keeping Faith, Moving On. (28)
Len Fonte. From Wasted Bread. (51)
Serena Anderelini-D’Onofrio. From An Open Couple . . . Wilde Open. (78)
Paola Corso. Flash Light. (96)
Chris Cinque. From The Scrub. Growing Up Queer in America: Part III. (110)
John Primavera. From Wild Oats. (130)
Mario Fratti. Confessions. (157)
Theresa Carilli. A Thorough Cleansing. (199)
Anthony F. Bruno. Performance Narratives. (215)

John Capecchi. Performance Monologues. (224)
John Gronbeck-Tedesco. Tony and the Telephone Pole. (235)

1998 ITALIAN AMERICAN CULTURAL FOUNDATION ESSAY CONTEST WINNERS
Laura Liviola (265)
Luke Ogonek (268)
Angela Fini (269)
Jessica Giancola (272)
Robert Dugas (273)
Anthony Insana (275)
Kelly Zarachowicz (277)

REVIEWS ESSAY
Gil Fagiani. Multilingual Italy Lives! (285)

REVIEWS
Julia Bolus. Circus of Infinite Attractions. (Michael Eskin) (291)
Josephine Breen Del Deo. Passaggi-Passages. (Eric Bulson) (292)
Emilio DeGrazia. A Canticle for Bread and Stones. (Peter Anastas) (296)
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